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Editor’s Note
When the housing market turns around, we
will need to be poised and ready for a generation of homebuyers who come with a new
set of values and requirements for the homes
they will purchase. Consumers are gathering information online now more than from
any other source. By 2013, green building
product sales are expected to surpass $80
billion. Home design and functionality are
becoming increasingly important. So how do
we engineer our messages, our products and
our designs to meet their needs?
Engineering for the future is what this
magazine is about. On page 04, we’ll introduce you to easy design solutions to achieve
significant energy savings with minimal
materials and labor costs in “Don’t Build
an Energy Dud.” On page 06, you’ll find
out more about how the technology behind
OSB manufacturing has evolved to meet
builder needs, how it has become the backbone of many new homes, and how it will
offer a sustainable solution for generations

to come. And on page 10, we’ll show you
how easy it is to earn points towards green
building certification simply by choosing
the right structural products for your job.
Our team of w riters and editors is
committed to providing you with the most
up-to-date news and trends in the industry.
Additional online content—including photos, multimedia and videos—can be found
at www.engineeredwoodonline.com. I hope
you’ll take a moment to visit the website, let
your colleagues know about our magazine,
and send me your feedback. I look forward to
hearing your thoughts about our first issue—
including what you liked and what you didn’t,
as well as what you’d like to hear more about
in future issues.
ENJOY!

Managing Editor
editor@engineeredwoodonline.com
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WHAT’S
NEW
Trends & Technology

Strong Frame® Ordinary Moment Frame
by Simpson Strong-Tie®
Strong Frame moment frames offer
the benefits of a moment frame
without the time-intensive design and
installation associated with traditional
frames, because the Strong Frame is
bolted together on-site. Designers can
choose from 196 frames with solutions
for both wind and seismic areas.
www.strongtie.com/strongframe
Mason’s Select SoPro®
SoPro Solid Color Professional Finish is
the premier coating formulated for use
on LP® SmartSide® Trim & Siding. SoPro
uses the highest pigment volume in
the industry for outstanding coverage.
This high-performance coating resists
cracking checking and peeling, and it’s
guaranteed for 30 years when used on LP
SmartSide products. Prefinished siding
has never looked so good!
www.superdeck.com
VELUX® Solar Water Heating Systems
VELUX® solar water heating systems
provide the cost-effective, renewable
benefits of solar energy combined with
quality design. Known throughout
Europe, the systems are new to the
United States, offered by Southern
Energy Management.
www.veluxusa.com/products/
solarwater/ www.southern-energy.com
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DON’T BUILD
AN ENERGY DUD
B Y P E T ER L . P FEIFFER , FA I A

A

ll too often, architects and homeowners
will ignore the simple solution in favor
of a new technology that promises the world.
This is especially true when looking to reduce the monthly energy consumption of a
new home.
For example, spending top dollar on a stateof-the-art HVAC system can dramatically reduce energy use when the system is running.
On the other hand, an architect can achieve
the same energy savings by designing a
home that better withstands the summer
heat so that the HVAC system has to cycle on
much less often. Typically, these design improvements won’t have a significant impact
on the time or cost of construction.
Using “passive solar” strategies in your architectural designs can achieve predictable,
verifiable energy savings. The key is to defend the two primary entry points where
solar heat can invade the home. The first is
the windows.

Peter Pfeiffer, FAIA,
is a principal at
Barley & Pfeiffer
Architects in Austin,
Texas. He can be
reached at info@
barleypfeiffer.com.
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Minimizing the number of west-facing windows—especially in the South and Southwest areas of the U.S.—will substantially reduce the amount of heat energy from the sun
that can enter the home. Consider using nonliving space such as a laundry room, garage,
or walk-in closet along the western exterior
wall to avoid the need for windows. If windows are necessary, simply shade them with
eaves or other design elements.
The other source of solar heat is the roof.
Blocking the sun (with tall trees, for example) would be effective but is almost
universally impractical throughout the U.S.

Instead, consider a radiant barrier that will
block up to 97% of heat energy.
A radiant barrier is relatively simple technology where a standard roof decking material is laminated on one side with an aluminum foil. The building material is then
installed with the foil facing down and exposed to the attic air. Although aluminum
easily gains or loses heat through direct
contact with another material (conduction),
it emits amazingly little heat energy through
the air (radiation) no matter how hot it gets.
By the numbers, a radiant barrier such as LP®
TechShield® Radiant Barrier will emit about
3% of the heat energy absorbed by the aluminum foil. Compare that to un-laminated roof
decking materials, which emit 80%–90% of the
heat they absorb. The installation is the same
either way, so a radiant barrier takes no more
labor time or training on the job site. The difference in the cost of materials is negligible for
an average-sized house.
A radiant barrier can lower the temperature
in attics up to 30 degrees and
save homeowners up to 17%
on air conditioning bills.
Installing a radiant barrier during construction
costs far less than other
more expensive energy-saving measures.
Plus, radiant barriers
do not require maintenance and come
with up to 20-year
warranties.

When selecting a brand-name radiant barrier, an important factor to look for is incising—which is a pattern of small slits in the
aluminum that allows water vapor to escape.
Without incising, moisture in the wood can
become trapped beneath the lamination.
Trapped moisture may also pool between
the wood and aluminum, creating “blisters.”
If these blisters pop, they create a pathway
for radiant heat to enter the attic space.
Blocking solar heat from entering a home not
only limits the stress on the HVAC system,
but also reduces the need to run it. Homeowners can go longer in the spring without
turning on the air conditioning and stop using it earlier in the fall. Also, turning on a
ceiling fan or opening the windows becomes
a more effective (and comfortable) means of
keeping the home cool when the sun’s effects on the interior are kept to a minimum.

These strategies are referred to as “passive”
because the homeowner doesn’t have to do
anything in order to enjoy the benefits. Once
construction of the home is complete, they
can essentially be forgotten and still produce
energy savings.
ADDITIONAL ENERGY-SMART
OPTIONS TO CONSIDER INCLUDE:
• High-quality fluorescent lighting
• Air-tight ductwork (20% of air leaks

out of ducts in a typical home)
• A front-loading laundry machine
• Low-flow shower heads

Based on simplicity and cost, these strategies are “low-hanging fruit” that should be
included among the first steps towards designing an energy-efficient home. Once the
easy solutions are in place, an architect or
builder can take proper advantage of more
advanced technologies for energy savings. ■

Radiant barriers can
block up to 97% of
heat energy from
entering through the
roof, lowering attic
temperatures by up
to 30 degrees.
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GET
RE-ORIENTED
The technology behind sustainable building materials
Sustainable forests are critical to the homebuilding
industry for reasons beyond just protecting our planet.
First and foremost, the affordability of building materials
is absolutely dependent on a sustainable supply of lumber.

B Y E.M. PA R K ER & R ICK L E W IS

Oriented strand board, or OSB, helps ensure
lumber supplies remain plentiful and affordable in two ways: first, by using raw materials more efficiently, and second, by using
younger trees that are quickly replenished.
That makes OSB a smart alternative to plywood. OSB is also less expensive throughout
most of the country.
First developed in the 1970s, OSB is now the
leading structural panel product in North
America. It’s one of eight types of engineered wood recognized by the Engineered
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Since OSB’s
inception in 1980,
the technology
has evolved and
grown through
ongoing research
and composite wood
technology. Today,
OSB is increasingly
used in multiple
applications as a
strong, durable
alternative to solid
wood. From its use
in radiant barrier
products to I-joists
to furniture frames,
OSB’s use is as
innovative as the
technology behind
it.
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Wood Association (APA). By reducing raw
wood into small strands before reassembling
them into a layered building material, OSB
is able to virtually eliminate the defects and
inconsistencies found in natural lumber.

evolved to produce a stronger, more durable
product.

Today, OSB is made by blending rectangular
wood strands with thermal-set, waterproof
adhesives. For added strength, the treated
Since OSB entered the structural panel marstrands are arranged in cross-directional
ket, it has evolved through ongoing research
layers, meaning the wood grain is perpenand development in composite wood techdicular to layers above and
nology. Both the overall
below it. The strands are
“According to
production capabilities of
then pressed together unOSB manufacturing plants
der heat and extreme presthe Engineered
and the product itself have
resulting in a rigid,
Wood Association, sure,
improved over the years
stable engineered panel.
through significant techOSB now makes
nological innovation aimed
Stronger and straighter
up 82% of the
at meeting the changing
than natural wood, OSB
panel market
needs of builders.
is suitable for a variety of
structural and non-strucand growing.”
The original process intural applications, includvolved slicing logs into
ing sub-flooring, underlaywafers, mixing the wafers with resin, and
ment, roof sheathing, and wall sheathing.
then pressing the mixture into sheets. As
Today’s technology even allows for further
one of the world’s first OSB manufacturadvancements, such as the lamination of foil
ers, LP called its product “Waferwood” and
to roof sheathing to form a radiant barrier
advertised it as “the smart man’s plywood.”
or adding grooves for consistent alignment
Since then, the manufacturing process has
between panels. Manufacturers even have

the ability to infuse OSB products with additional moisture resistance or borates to help
prevent termites from ravaging the wood.
Widely used in residential construction,
OSB is gaining recognition in the commercial construction industry as well.
According to the Engineered Wood Association,
OSB now makes up 82% of the panel market and growing. In the long term, that could
help prevent deforestation and keep down
the cost of building materials.

Thanks to technological innovations by LP
and other manufacturers, OSB is increasingly used in engineered components, including I-Joists, floor trusses, stressed skin
panels, and structural core panels, as well
as in crating, pallets, bins, furniture frames,
display racks, and store fixtures. ■
Visit www.engineeredwoodonline.com
to view video footage of the OSB
manufacturing process.

Its production
process makes
OSB stronger
and straighter
than natural
wood. Through
the blending of
wood strands
with thermalset, waterproof
adhesives, OSB
provides builders
with a rigid, dense
panel made from a
sustainable source.

OSB uses wood that typically comes from
small diameter, fast growing trees and the
entire log is used in the process. The pines,
spruces, and firs used in other building
products must be much older before harvesting. Some OSB manufacturers are
taking additional steps to
maximize the environmental advantages. To
ensure the sustainability of its manufacturing practices, LP uses
SFI® certified wood
from well managed forests. Additionally, LP uses
only low-emitting resins with
reduced formaldehyde in its
OSB product lines. That’s
why all of LP’s OSB products
are exempt from CARB, the
nation’s strictest formaldehyde emissions standards.

ENGINEERED WOOD
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CERTIFIABLY
GREEN
The Sustainable Forestry
Initiative’s Rob Worthington
says that wood from wellmanaged forests can be the
first step to building green.

Rob Worthington
is the Director of
Green Building for
the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative®
(SFI Inc.). With
more than 30 years
of experience
in the industry,
Worthington works
to raise awareness
of the benefits,
and driving market
recognition and
acceptance, of
certified wood
in sustainable
construction
among industry
segments across
the country. He
can be reached at
rob.worthington@
sfiprogram.org.

EW: What does it mean to be “SFI-certified”?
RW: Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI)
certification delivers assurances of good
forest management at every link of the supply chain—from forest to retailer to user. By
helping promote responsible forestry practices, SFI certification ultimately benefits
forests and their many environmental, social and economic values. SFI certification
requires third-party audits to maintain an
internationally recognized and trusted standard of practice. The company must have
processes in place to track the source of its
raw materials, such as inventory control,
employee training, reporting and invoicing.
EW: How does using an SFI-certified product
help
me earn points towards green building?
RW: Green building practices have become
mainstream, as they minimize construction
impacts on environment and health. Designers and builders alike strive to integrate sustainable construction practices throughout
the project. The goal is for buildings that are
more durable and energy efficient, conserve
water and minimize waste, are healthier
for their occupants, and make responsible

choices with regards to material use.
Wood from well–managed forests certified to the SFI standard is an excellent environmental choice for any new construction
or renovation project.
There are a growing number of green
building standards and rating systems currently in existence across North America. Although they differ in detail, they are similar
in their objective, which is to improve the way
we construct buildings and the way buildings
operate. The project earns points in a variety
of categories such as site selection, energy efficiency, water conservation, etc. The more
points a project accumulates, the higher its
certification level. Wood products are part
of a rating program’s resource efficiency category, and most offer points or credits for the
use of third-party certified wood products, as
an assurance against illegally obtained or improperly managed forest products.
EW: How can residential builders get involved?
RW: Learn all you can about the growing
trend toward green building. Get a copy of
the National Green Building Standard and
become familiar with it. Become a green
professional in your community through
continuing education. Stay in touch with local architectural and design professionals.
Be familiar with and take part in your local
green building program. ■
The SFI program is a comprehensive
and rigorous sustainable forestry
certification standard that encompasses
more than 160 million certified acres in
the U.S. and Canada and includes over 200
program participants. For more information
on SFI, visit www.sfiprogram.org

For more information on green building, becoming a green professional, and finding a local
green building program, or to purchase a copy of the National Green Building Standard,
visit www.nahbgreen.org.
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OSB sub-flooring
panels can help
homebuilders
reduce callbacks
and costly repairs.
Because OSB lacks
the natural defects
found in plywood,
these sub-flooring
panels provide
resistance to
splitting, buckling
and warping,
making them the
obvious choice
for homebuilders
interested in longterm stability.

THE CALLBACK CURE
OSB raises the stakes in sub-flooring standards

B Y R ICK L E W IS
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The full weight of a home’s interior ultimately rests on
the sub-flooring. That includes walls, ceilings, cabinets,
appliances, furniture, and people. It’s a heavy job, and not
all structural sub-flooring panels are created equally.
Some sub-flooring will sag or separate—resulting in unlevel surfaces, squeaky floors,
and even annoying vibrations. Any of these
problems could result in a callback and lead
to costly repairs.
To help prevent callbacks, homebuilders and
designers need to understand the pros and
cons of each sub-flooring material.
The modern era of sub-flooring began
around 1920 with the use of standard planks
nailed at a right angle to the floor joists.

Planks are cut from natural wood (typically
pine) and contain all the imperfections that
come with it, including knots, bows, and
splits.
After WWII, plywood began to replace
planks in new home construction. Plywood
is an engineered product created from thin
veneers (or plies) of wood—typically pine,
spruce, and/or fir. The veneers are glued and
hot-pressed together and then cut into 4´ by
8´ panels. Plywood panels are quicker to install than planks, and they provide a stronger, flatter surface.
Next came oriented strand board, or OSB,
which is manufactured from small strands
of wood rather than plies. That’s why OSB
does not contain core voids, knotholes, and
other defects commonly found in plywood.
These strands are then bonded together
with water-resistant resins and wax under
heat and extreme pressure. Like plywood,
OSB sub-flooring panels are typically 4´ by
8´ in size.
Since 1990, OSB has become the nation’s
most popular material for sub-flooring. And
the technology behind OSB sub-flooring
continues to evolve. LP Building Products
and other manufacturers have introduced
“enhanced” OSB sub-flooring panels with
more powerful resins and edge seals.
In some regions of the country, plywood remains the most commonly used sub-flooring
material because of pricing, availability, and
building traditions. Throughout most of the
United States, however, OSB is typically the
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Although plywood
became popular
for sub-flooring in
home construction
during the 1940s
(left), OSB is the
most commonly
used material
today.
As one type of
OSB sub-flooring
available, the
LP® TopNotch®
patented, selfdraining notch
system (above)
drains water off the
surface, minimizing
problems with
absorption and
preventing swelling.

less expensive option.
Getting beyond price, how does OSB compare to plywood in performance? Independent studies rank OSB equal to plywood in strength and
stiffness. But since OSB does not contain the natural defects found in
plywood, the OSB sub-flooring panels also provide superior resistance
to splitting, warping, delamination, and buckling. The most advanced
OSB products also feature strategically placed notches to drain standing water. This notch system allows water to quickly drain with minimal
absorption and edge swelling.
Perhaps best of all, OSB manufacturers are able to offer a 50-year transferable limited warranty on the most advanced sub-flooring products.
Some manufacturers also offer up to a 200-day “No Sand” warranty,
which states that if builders have to sand the panels due to moisture,
they will be reimbursed for the cost of the sanding. These warranties
give peace of mind to designers, builders, dealers, and homeowners that
callbacks will not be an issue. ■
Visit www.engineeredwoodonline.com for additional information and video.

OSB provides a
sustainable source
for sub-flooring
panels by using
quickly replenished,
young trees.
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LGI Homes

BUILDER SPOTLIGHT
In today’s economy, few homebuilders can boast continuous growth in revenue
and closings for three years straight. Fortunately, LGI Homes has found a way.
Headquartered in Conroe, Texas, LGI
Homes is a leader in the construction of affordable homes in Houston, San Antonio,
and now the Dallas-Fort Worth area. The
company aims to make the American dream
a reality for renters by transforming them
into new homeowners.
LGI was founded in 1995 as a land developer that specialized in acreage home sites
outside of urban centers. In 2004, the owners of LGI expanded their business strategy
and began creating entry-level homes. Then,
the company’s highly trained sales force was
unleashed on local renters within 30 miles of
a new subdivision.

Like most successful companies, the LGI
strategy involves long hours and a lot of legwork. With five to seven sales representatives per subdivision available seven days a
week, LGI is ready for any potential buyer.
Of course, affordability alone is not a longterm strategy for success. LGI ensures the
quality and durability of its new homes with
the industry’s most advanced engineered
wood products. Since 2008, the company has
built more than 700 homes—more than 95%
with LP SmartSide products. LGI also offers
LP® TechShield® Radiant Barrier for energy
savings and LP® TopNotch® 350 Series Subflooring Panels for sturdy, level floors.
In 2008, Builder magazine
recognized LGI as the industry’s fastest-growing private
company. According to its
officers, LGI has increased
its revenue and closings in
each of the past three years.
The company expects to
break its own dollars and
sales unit records yet again
in 2009. ■
For more information,
visit www.lgihomes.com.
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LGI Recognized
by Hanley Wood
for Growth
LGI was recently
featured in Builder
magazine for
its success in
converting renters
to owners. In
an article titled
“Exception to the
Rule,” LGI Executive
Vice President
Mike Snider noted
that his company
has taken a fresh
approach that
appears to be
paying off. The
article recognized
LGI’s track record
in recent years
as evidence of
the company’s
successful and
unique business
model and noted the
importance of LGI’s
extensive sales
staff.

B Y LIZ GUZZO

HIGH-TECH HOME DESIGN
GOES TO THE DAWGS
was no different. McCar was a natural fit to craft the home because
they knew how to build a quality
home that would last for many generations of Uga successors.
At 56½ pounds, Uga VII is the second
largest mascot in his family’s 53-year
bloodline, and he needs all the help
he can get to stay cool in the
Georgia heat. Not only does
his new home have its own
air conditioning system,
but it comes equipped with
ENERGY STAR® rated
LP® TechShield® Radiant
Barrier Sheathing. When
the sun is beating down
and the doghouse is heating up, LP TechShield
Sheathing is designed to
block 97% of radiant heat in
the roof sheathing from entering the home.

L

ast September, LP Building
Products reached out to McCar
Homes in Atlanta to build a home for
one of its highest profile clients to
date. The entire home encompassed
only twelve (12) square feet. Tiny,
yes—but also state-of-the-art—this
unusual dwelling was perfect for its
celebrity resident: Uga VII, the University of Georgia’s beloved bulldog.
As the pride of the Bulldog Nation,
the famous mascot came with high
expectations and his royal abode

Dan and Elaine McSwain founded McCar
Homes more than 50 years ago with a
mission to build homes for buyers who
desire the best houses in sought-after
locations. Today, the company has
grown into one of the nation’s top 40
builders, but remains committed to its
strong family values and to using quality
materials and construction methods to
build outstanding homes that will last a
lifetime. New McCar communities can now
be found across the Southeast, including
Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
and Florida.

While Uga is relaxing in the
cool interior of his doghouse,
he can rest assured that stray
footballs or charging players will
not damage his home because the
exterior is fully wrapped in dentresistant LP® SmartSide® Trim &
Siding and painted in Uga’s favorite
colors: red and black.
Georgia fans can expect to see their
faithful mascot at his post on the 50yard line this fall, when the Bulldogs
return to the field for the 2009–2010
college football season. ■
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WHOLE LOTTA SHAKING
How a wood frame condo tower stood up to
an 7.5 earthquake and what it could mean to you
B Y E.M. PA R K ER

After two weeks of brutal testing on top of
the world’s largest earthquake shake table, the seven-story NEESWood Capstone
Test Tower in Japan is sending shockwaves
throughout the building industry on a global
scale. These tests could influence building
designs and codes for wood
frame structures in seismic
zones in many countries.

“This will be really important nationwide
because wood-frame buildings are less expensive than steel and they are more friendly to the environment,” said David Clyne,
president of Maui Homes, Inc., and general
contractor for the project. “I hope to market
and sell this type of building in Japan. Ninety percent of the homes I build
are western-style homes for
Japanese families.”

“The final shake
was a simulation
of the Northridge
earthquake,”
Clyne said.

Colorado State University,
in close technical collaboration with Simpson
Strong-Tie, tested the 23unit,
one-million-pound
condominium tower to
help researchers find new
construction methods for
buildings in earthquake-prone, urban areas. The project was a part of the Network
for Earthquake Engineering Simulation
(NEES) and sponsored by the National Science Foundation.

Because the building satisfied NEES’s performance objectives, the state of California
is expected to change its building code from
a maximum of five stories in a wood frame
building to six stories. This follows in the
footsteps of both the UK and Canada, who
have also recently increased the number
of stories allowed for wood frame structures. Prior to the completion of these tests,
the lack of earthquake research on wood
frame structures has prevented the design
of mid- and high-rise wood frame buildings
in seismic zones. This, in turn, has limited
builders’ ability to use wood materials in the
construction of buildings in areas like California, Japan, China and Chile.
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Clyne, along with 12 carpenters, began work on the
building on March 9, 2009,
and finished dry-walling
on June 12. To construct
the condominium tower,
Clyne used products from Simpson StrongTie® Company, which makes structural connectors and anchor tie-down systems, along
with LP Building Products, including LP®
SolidStart® I-Joists and LP SolidStart Laminated Veneer Lumber.

LP® SolidStart®
I-Joists, utilized
in the tower’s
floor, are ideal for
building in seismic
areas. Available in
a range of strength
classes, depths and
lengths, they have a
greater load-bearing
capacity than sawn
lumber and are
more consistent
and dimensionally
stable.

Because Maui Homes built the tower adjacent to the test site, after it was finished two
400-ton cranes loaded it onto the E-Defense
shake table, which is part of the Hyogo
Earthquake Engineering Research Center in
Miki City, Japan. Moving the massive building onto the platform also earned it a place
in the Guinness World Records as the largest
structure ever to be relocated.The building
then underwent 60 total shakes over the
course of two weeks. The last shake, on July
14, measured 7.5 on the Richter scale.

The Northridge earthquake hit Northridge,
Calif., in 1994, killing 72 people and causing
an estimated $20 billion in damage. Because
the design of the condominium was able to
hold up to expectations with this final test,
it is likely that wood materials will soon be
used much more frequently in the construction of multi-story buildings in seismic zones
on both sides of the Pacific. ■
Additional photos and video content
from the shake test can be found at
www.engineeredwoodonline.com.

The NEESWood
Capstone Test
Tower underwent
multiple shakes
up to 7.5 on the
Richter scale.
The performance
of the 23-unit,
one-million-pound
condominium tower
is expected to
impact California
state’s building
code, paving the
way for six-story,
wood-frame
structures.
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THE $2 BILLION BUG
And how a little engineering can stop it dead in its tracks
B Y L A R RY MCCL A IN
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W

hen a living organism escapes its native environment, it can sometimes
leave a deadly trail on other continents.
That’s been true of African “killer” bees,
Dutch elm disease, and even the swine flu.
Today an engineered wood building product
has provided a technological response to a
similar crisis: the relentless spread of Formosan subterranean termites in the southern United States, an accidental invasion
that has killed countless trees — and ruined
thousands of homes — in the last 60 years.
The Catastrophe Before Katrina
Formosan termites first made their way to
U.S. shores during World War II, burrowing into shipping containers aboard Navy
vessels returning from Asia. It’s likely that
they first entered through the ports of New
Orleans, Houston and other Southern cities.
The termites spread so slowly that they
weren’t even identified until 1965 in New
Orleans. To combat them, homebuilders
used Chlordane, a chemical commonly used
to treat the soil around and under homes.
Unfortunately, this just drove the Formosan
termites from houses to healthy trees.
After the EPA banned Chlordane in 1988,
the termite population exploded and they
returned to New Orleans homes with a vengeance. They feasted on the French Quarter,
where many buildings have wooden structures and sit close together. By the end of the
century, the French Quarter was almost completely infested.
A Multibillion-Dollar Bite
Formosan termites have now spread to 14
Sunbelt states, from California to Florida.
They have an appetite for both old and new
homes, and they can build tunnels as long as

a football field to find their next meal.
While an ordinary termite colony eats seven
pounds of wood per year, a Formosan colony
gobbles a staggering 1,000 pounds. It’s a
hunger that’s costing American homeowners nearly $2 billion each year in damage,
repair and control.
Finding A Non-Toxic Solution
In the 1990s, LP Building Products engineers
began the search for a safe, cost-effective technology that would be a potent termite-buster
like Chlordane without the toxicity. The result
was the SmartGuard® process, where exterior
trim and siding products are manufactured
with borates that naturally and effectively
prevent structural damage from termites.
The borates in the SmartGuard process have
a complex molecular impact on Formosan
termites. Since the wood itself contains borates, it’s a permanent solution compared to
pre-construction soil treatments that typically deteriorate over time.
SmartGuard technology also protects
against fungal decay or rot that can plague
homes in almost all climates. For example,
LP® SmartSide® Trim & Siding undergoes
rigorous testing in Hawaii, which receives
about 170 inches of rain each year and has a
large concentration of Formosan termites. In
more than 10 years of testing LP SmartSide
Trim & Siding has shown no fungal decay or
structural damage.
LP SmartSide products with SmartGuard
protection can help homeowners avoid
the often irreversible damage caused by
termites and fungal decay. ■
To watch a video showing the lifecycle in
exterior engineered wood siding products,
go to www.engineeredwoodonline.com.

Opposite:
A single Formosan
colony eats nearly
1,000 pounds of
wood per year, but
the SmartGuard
process utilizes
zinc borate,
which discourages
these insects’
costly appetites.
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BUILDER
NEWS & TRENDS
A Breakthrough In
The Radiant Barrier

New test findings suggest that radiant barrier roof sheathing in the attic space may be
the most cost-ef¬fective strategy for homebuilders looking to reduce solar heat gain
from the roof and reduce overall energy use.
Engineers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
simulated a wide range of climate conditions
to test how well various roof systems blocked
the transfer of radiant heat into a home’s interior. LP® TechShield® was selected to represent one of the industry’s leading radiant
barrier technologies. Several configurations
of roof systems were trialed, all utilizing
cool roof shingles, including radiant barrier,
above-sheathing ventilation, roof-applied
spray foam insulation and phase change
materials to determine the “ultimate roof
sys¬tem.” According to senior research engineer William Miller, Ph.D., P.E., initial
results in¬dicate that a radiant barrier and
cool roof shingles perform as well as spray
foam insulation, but at half the cost. The
same study also projected that energy savings with radiant barriers in north¬ern climates would be better than expected.
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Meet the Green
Building Panel

The Power Of Building Green

Triangle area builders, architects and engineers will have a rare opportunity to attend a green building summit with industry thought leaders at the William and Ida
Friday Center at the University of North
Carolina (UNC) on Friday, October 9, 2009,
from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. “The Power of
Building Green” will offer insight into residential design and building practices, green
remodeling, certification and current product trends. Katy Tomasulo, deputy editor of
EcoHome magazine, will act as moderator.

The Ultimate In Affordable
Low-Energy Living

New research into the most advanced building technology, products and techniques
will help evaluate the market viability of
low-energy homes. The Zero Energy Building Research Alliance (ZEBRAlliance),
a partnership between Schaad Companies, Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA),
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
BarberMurray Architects and the Department of Energy (DOE), is currently building four homes expected to be 60% more
energy-efficient than those of similar size
and style. Over the next two years, ORNL
and TVA will collect data from the homes’
400 sensors in order to analyze energy efficiency under standard living conditions
and determine subsequent affordability
on the open market. For more information,
visit www.zebralliance.com.

As the central
element of “The
Power of Building
Green,” a panel of
industry leaders
will discuss various
aspects of green
building. Panelists
include Peter
Pfeiffer of Barley &
Pfeiffer Architects;
Sam Rashkin,
national director of
ENERGY STAR® for
Homes; and Craig
Morrison, chief
executive officer of
Cimarron Homes.
Attendees will
also hear from
such guests as
Arnie Katz, senior
building science
consultant for
Advanced Energy;
Bob Kingery,
the president
and founder of
Southern Energy
Management; Bill
Beasley, founder of
Red-B Construction;
and Michael
Chandler, president
of Chandler Design
& Build.

FACTS & FIGURES

5 Reasons

*

Wood is Better as a Construction Material
Wood is…
• 4 times more efficient as an insulator than cinder block
• 6 times more efficient than brick
• 15 times more efficient than concrete
• 306 times more efficient than steel
• 1,770 times more efficient than aluminum

10 Million

***

The number of homes that
could have been powered
by the energy saved with
ENERGY STAR®
products
last year.

17%

*

The amount up to which a
homeowner or contractor can
save on monthly energy costs
by installing a radiant barrier.

41%

*

of all replanted
forest acreage is done by
the forest products industry.
That works out to more than
1 billion trees a year, or about
3 million trees planted
every day.

¹⁄³

**

more wood is
grown in the United
States each year than
is used or lost to
natural causes.

* Source: Engineered Wood Association
** Source: Oregon State University, College of Wood Science and Engineering
*** Source: ENERGY STAR®

$200

Billion

**

The amount of money that
the forest products industry
contributes to the economy
while providing jobs for one
and a half million Americans.

100ºF

***

The amount roof surface
temperature can be lowered
by using energy-efficient
roof products.
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Great Homes Start (And Finish)
With LP® Building Products.
At LP Building Products, we understand what you need to build great homes. So we manufacture
engineered wood products that deliver superior strength, durability and consistency. Products
designed to deliver sustainability benefits that traditional lumber can’t match. And we back them
all with reliable customer service and outstanding warranty protection. LP Building Products.
Build with us.
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